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this election was and still is the biggest self-inflicted wound, whether you see it as a self-inflicted wound, or an assassination, was not hillary, it was not trump it was the democrats. you may have accepted all the lies, but none of you were satisfied with the lies. the mind of a libtard is the biggest travesty and crime known
to man. they are truly the most immoral people, and the worst thing that has happened to america. a libtard is by nature a parasite and abomination. they will ride anything that moves regardless of the cost. they are like rats, they are vain, loathsome people who would do absolutely anything to retain their power. i have

no doubt that god in his great wisdom, created the democrats as demons so that all people would be able to see them for what they really are – pure evil. if the democrats were real, real democrats and not traitors, they would be thrown in prison, but they are not so evil that they are not allowed to run a country. the
enemy is a monster of the democrat party. we all have a choice to how we act or live life there are side effects to everything we do there is good bad and everything else in between this means we are not perfect and thats fine we are here to learn from each other the best part about being a human being is that we are all
different from each other but we all have a common goal in life to achieve that goal is to make this world a better place one way to do this is to share kindness and understanding with each other who we became who we were what we became is the result of the decisions we make every day theres no right or wrong can

we we make the right choice not the easy choice or the popular choice but the right choice thats what makes us who we are
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democrats can win, dems are smarter, more organized and make less mistakes. they will not take the easiest route which trump would do. look at florida where the corona virus is on the decrease and the down ballot race trump didnt win. democrats have to win the small counties, they cannot depend on dems from big
cities that’s right obama and bernie are corrupt as f..k. that’s right!!! and trump isn’t ever gonna be president coz hes a trump. him and his whole family are all corrupt as f. i hate trump more than you can imagine. there will always be poor people just like there are always rich people. it is the democrats who have created

the poor people because they have put a huge tax on the rich. please join the democrats if you want to help poor people republicans really don’t want to come to the table. i don’t understand why. it is a pandemic, a small business crisis, job loss, and a school shooting. the world will come back. the no-mask thing is not
really working, mainly because people are not buying the mask for the reason of not looking like they don’t want to be around others. this is doing so much damage and no one is fighting for a better system. we have people rioting because they think of how they are going to feed their families. dont blame each other but

put the blame on the right people who are trying to punish people for not wearing masks. dont kill each other, it will only be illegal and the battle won’t be your fault. an american flag is more honored then a trump, a trump is at the top of the list of fake presidents. i’m tired of the trump fans saying he wasn’t racist
because he said a “white hurricane” before he said he wasnt racist. i dont care that he said stuff like that. he knew what he was saying when he said it. 5ec8ef588b
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